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Abstract— In the present days, solutions of traffic 

redundancy elimination are mostly sender-based. For the 

most of commercial solutions of traffic redundancy 

elimination involve exploitation of two or additional 

proprietary-protocols which aids at eliminating repetitive 

traffic connecting them. In our work, we put forward a new 

receiver-based solution of end-to-end TRE depending on the 

control of predictions for elimination of redundant traffic 

among the cloud and its end-users. PK does not necessitate 

the server to constantly continue the status of client; as a 

result facilitate cloud elasticity as well as user mobility 

while protecting continuing redundancy and is competent of 

eliminating redundancy on basis of content arriving to client 

from numerous servers. PK contains clear advantages on 

elimination of traffic redundancy of sender-based, 

particularly when cloud computation costs as well as 

buffering requirements are significant. PK imposes extra 

exertions on the sender only when redundancy is developed, 

consequently reducing overlay cost. By means of the long-

term chunks’ metadata information is kept locally, the 

receiver conveys to the server predictions that comprise 

chunks’ signatures along with easy- to-verify hints 

concerning sender’s future data. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Elimination of traffic redundancy is employed for 

elimination of the transmission of redundant content hence 

reducing the network cost. Sender as well as receiver 

examines signatures of data chunks, in most of the 

solutions for traffic redundancy elimination (TRE) parsed 

in relation to the data content. Redefining of needs of 

traffic redundancy elimination by cloud system makes 

inadequate solutions of proprietary middle-box as a result, 

there is a increasing necessitate for a TRE solution which 

helps in reducing the cloud’s cost of operational. The 

providers of cloud are unable to gain advantage from a 

system where reduction of bills of customer bandwidth is 

done and hence are not expected to invest in that. A 

universal and end-to-end elimination of traffic redundancy 

is critical in the present day’s persistent environment 

which permits the utilization of a standard protocol stack 

and makes possible of a TRE within end-to-end protected 

traffic [1]. The intention of our work is to present a system 

of PK, which is a receiver-based, end-to-end and cloud-

friendly technique for elimination of traffic redundancy 

based on novel exploratory principles that decrease latency 

as well as cloud operational outlay. 

By means of the long-term chunks’ metadata 

information is kept locally, the receiver conveys to the 

server predictions that comprise chunks’ signatures along 

with easy-to- verify hints concerning sender’s future data. 

In the projected system each receiver monitor stream of 

incoming and make an attempt to equalize its chunks by 

the earlier received chunk chain. To derive a well-organized 

PK redundancy exclusion, the needs of chunk- level 

redundancy has to be functional along long chains. PK does 

not necessitate the server to constantly continue the status 

of client; as a result facilitate cloud elasticity as well as 

user mobility while protecting continuing redundancy and 

is competent of eliminating redundancy on basis of 

content arriving to client from numerous servers. 

II. OVERVIEW OF ELIMINATION OF TRAFFIC RED UNDANCY 

In the present days, solutions of traffic redundancy 

elimination are mostly sender- based. When cloud server 

is the sender, these solutions necessitate that the server 

constantly continue clients’ status. Cloud elasticity calls 

for a novel solution of TRE such as Firstly, cloud load 

balancing as well as optimizations of power might direct 

to a server-side procedure and data migration 

environment, in which solutions of traffic redundancy 

elimination that necessitate complete synchronization 

among the server as well as the client are tough to 

achieve or might lose effectiveness due to lost 

synchronization. Secondly, solutions of content distribution 

network was motivated by recognition of rich media 

consuming high bandwidth , in which service point for 

permanent and mobile users might modify dynamically in 

proportion to relative service point locations [2][3]. If an 

end-to-end explanation is employed, it’s added 

computational and storage costs at cloud side have to be 

considered against its gains of bandwidth saving. 

Solution of traffic redundancy elimination that puts 

computational effort on cloud side might become to be 

less money- making than that leveraging the collective 

client-side capability. In our work, we put forward a 

new receiver-based solution of end-to-end TRE 

depending on the control of predictions for elimination of 

redundant traffic among the cloud and its end-users. In 

the projected system each receiver monitor stream of 

incoming and make an attempt to equalize its chunks by 

the earlier received chunk chain.  PK contains clear 

advantages on elimination of traffic redundancy of sender- 

based, particularly when cloud computation costs as well 

as buffering requirements are significant [4]. PK imposes 

extra exertions on the sender only when redundancy is 

developed, consequently reducing overlay cost. 

III. OPERATIONS CONCERNING PK PROCEDURE 

PK technique uses a novel chains scheme where chunks 

are related to other chunks in relation to their last received 

order. A chunk store, was maintained by the receiver of 

PK which is a huge size cache consisting of chunks and 

their connected metadata. Chunk’s metadata contains 

chunk’s signature as well as pointer towards the 

successive chunk in final received stream including this 

chunk. When the novel data is received and parsed towards 

chunks, the receiver work out each chunk’s signature by 
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means of SHA-1. The exploitation of a minute chunk size 

presents improved redundancy elimination when data 

alterations are fine- grained. Smaller chunks amplifies the 

storage index, magnetic disk seeks, size, as well as 

memory usage and moreover increases the transmission 

transparency of  the  virtual data  which  is exchanged 

among the client as well as the server. Techniques of 

caching as well as indexing are employed to resourcefully 

maintain and recover the stored chunks, their signatures, 

as well as the chains which are formed by traversing 

pointers of chunk. In the algorithm of receiver upon 

arrival of novel data, receiver work out the particular 

signature in support of each chunk and search for a match 

in its neighbouring chunk store. If signature of chunk is 

found, the receiver decides whether it is a component of 

a previously received chain, by means of chunks’ 

metadata. If confirmatory, the receiver transmits a 

prediction towards the sender in support of quite a lot of 

next expected chain chunks. The prediction holds an initial 

point in the byte stream as well as identity of numerous 

subsequent chunks known as PRED command. In the 

algorithm of sender when a sender receives a message of 

PRED from the receiver, it tries to compare with the 

received prediction to its buffered information [5]. For 

each prediction, equivalent TCP sequence range was 

determined by the sender and verifies the hint and if the 

hint is matched, the sender work out the computationally 

demanding SHA-1 signature for the range of predicted 

data  and  evaluates  the  result  towards  thesignature which 

is received in the PRED message. Fig1 describes the 

sender algorithm. In the wire protocol for conforming to 

the conventional firewalls and reduced overheads, we 

make use of the TCP Options field to carry wire protocol 

of PK. In order to derive a well-organized PK 

redundancy exclusion, the needs of chunk- level 

redundancy has to be functional along long chains [6]. In 

videos as well as large files with a minute amount of 

changes, redundant chunks are probable to exist in 

extremely long chains that are resourcefully handled by 

means of TRE of receiver-based. 

 
Fig. 1: An overview of Sender algorithm. 

I V .  CONCLUSION 

Elimination of traffic redundancy is employed for 

elimination of the transmission of redundant content hence 

reducing the network cost. A universal and end-to-end 

elimination of traffic redundancy is critical in the present 

day’s  persistent environment which permits the utilization 

of a standard protocol stack and makes possible of a TRE 

within end-to-end protected traffic. The intention of our 

work is to present a system of PK, which is a receiver-based, 

end-to-end and cloud-friendly technique for elimination of 

traffic redundancy based on novel exploratory principles 

that decrease latency as well as cloud operational outlay. PK 

imposes extra exertions on the sender only when 

redundancy is developed, consequently reducing overlay 

cost; the approach does not necessitate the server to 

constantly continue the status of client; as a result facilitate 

cloud elasticity as well as user mobility while protecting 

continuing redundancy and is competent of eliminating 

redundancy on basis of content arriving to client from 

numerous servers. By means of the long-term chunks’ 

metadata information is kept locally, the receiver conveys to 

the server predictions that comprise chunks’ signatures 

along with easy-to-verify hints concerning sender’s future 

data. In order to derive a well-organized PK redundancy 

exclusion, the needs of chunk-level redundancy has to be 

functional along long chains. 
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